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Cell influx and contractile actomyosin force drive
mammary bud growth and invagination
Ewelina Trela1, Qiang Lan1, Satu-Marja Myllymäki1, Clémentine Villeneuve2,3, Riitta Lindström1, Vinod Kumar1, Sara A. Wickström2,3,4,5,6,
and Marja L. Mikkola1
The mammary gland develops from the surface ectoderm during embryogenesis and proceeds through morphological phases
defined as placode, hillock, bud, and bulb stages followed by branching morphogenesis. During this early morphogenesis, the
mammary bud undergoes an invagination process where the thickened bud initially protrudes above the surface epithelium
and then transforms to a bulb and sinks into the underlying mesenchyme. The signaling pathways regulating the early
morphogenetic steps have been identified to some extent, but the underlying cellular mechanisms remain ill defined. Here, we
use 3D and 4D confocal microscopy to show that the early growth of the mammary rudiment is accomplished by migration-
driven cell influx, with minor contributions of cell hypertrophy and proliferation. We delineate a hitherto undescribed
invagination mechanism driven by thin, elongated keratinocytes—ring cells—that form a contractile rim around the mammary
bud and likely exert force via the actomyosin network. Furthermore, we show that conditional deletion of nonmuscle myosin
IIA (NMIIA) impairs invagination, resulting in abnormal mammary bud shape.
Introduction
Morphogenesis, a process crucial in the development of multi-
cellular organisms, produces the complex shapes of an adult
body. It requires orchestration of cell behaviors that lead to
tissue deformation, such as lengthening, narrowing, bending,
folding, and branching. At the cellular level, these events
are mediated by tightly coordinated cell shape alterations,
rearrangements, proliferation, apoptosis, and cell migration
(Montell, 2008). Much of our understanding of coordinated
cellular morphogenetic mechanisms comes from studies in
single-layered tissues and mechanisms such as apical con-
striction during vertebrate neural tube closure and con-
vergent extension in Drosophila germband elongation (St
Johnston and Sanson, 2011). These processes require a sub-
cellular force that is often generated and propagated to neigh-
boring cells by an intracellular contractile network of actin
filaments, actin cross-linkers, and myosin proteins (Munjal
and Lecuit, 2014). Epithelial cells are tightly connected by
lateral junctions and highly polarized with well-defined
apical, lateral, and basal domains. Despite this tight adhe-
siveness and stereotypic structural organization, epithe-
lial tissues are dynamic throughout the life of an animal.
Morphogenetic processes are crucial for proper development,
yet these mechanisms are poorly characterized in complex,
stratified tissues.
One such polarized and tightly adhesive epithelium is the
mammalian epidermis, which develops from the surface ecto-
derm as a monolayer of epithelial cells that, during the course of
development, undergoes stratification to generate multiple dif-
ferentiated cell layers (M’Boneko and Merker, 1988). During
embryogenesis, the surface ectoderm also gives rise to ecto-
dermal appendages including the hair follicle, tooth, feather,
sweat, and mammary glands. Development of these complex
organs involves critical epithelial–mesenchymal interactions
ensuring tightly regulated cell fate specification and coordinated
cellular response to molecular cues that are shared among ec-
todermal organs but with exclusive combination (Biggs and
Mikkola, 2014). Their early development proceeds through re-
markably similar morphological phases, the first morphological
sign being formation of local epithelial thickenings called plac-
odes, followed by progression to the bud stage through invagi-
nation into the underlying mesenchymal tissue. Thereafter,
morphogenesis of ectodermal appendages diverges, ultimately
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giving rise to a set of diverse organs, each with a unique form
and function (Pispa and Thesleff, 2003).
Although unraveling the cellular morphogenetic mechanisms
governing organogenesis is more challenging in mammals
than in simpler organisms, recent years have witnessed great
progress in understanding these processes in ectodermal ap-
pendages. The formation of the placode, a lens-shaped, mul-
tilayered epithelial thickening elevated above the surface
epithelium, serves as an ideal model to study cellular mech-
anisms driving epithelial morphogenesis of multilayered
structures. In developing teeth, the transition from the plac-
ode to the bud stage and accompanying invagination is ach-
ieved through a combination of cell proliferation and
contractile canopy of superficially located cells that pull in-
ward the placodal cells, thereby bending the epithelium
(Ahtiainen et al., 2016; Panousopoulou and Green, 2016).
Force required for this transition is generated by the acto-
myosin network. Morphogenesis of the hair follicle placode is
governed by cell compaction and centripetal migration toward
the prospective placode center (Ahtiainen et al., 2014).
Mechanisms driving hair follicle invagination are still poorly
understood, but the ensuing downgrowth depends on prolif-
eration of the suprabasally located stem cell precursors
(Ouspenskaia et al., 2016).
The mammary gland is a specialized branched organ char-
acteristic for all mammals. Its development begins with the
appearance of transit stripes of molecularly distinct epithelial
cells that emerge at the dorso-ventral border of the mouse em-
bryo flank at embryonic day (E) 10.5 (Veltmaat et al., 2004).
Subsequently, five pairs of placodes form at conserved positions
on each flank. Placodes transit through the hillock and bud
stages and submerge into the underlying mesenchyme through
an invagination process (Veltmaat et al., 2003; Propper et al.,
2013). Thereafter, the mammary rudiment grows relatively
slowly until a sprout forms that begins branching morphogen-
esis after reaching the secondary mammary mesenchyme, the
precursor of the adult fatty stroma (Cowin and Wysolmerski,
2010).
The molecular and cellular mechanisms driving mam-
mary branching morphogenesis have been studied exten-
sively, yet embryonic development is poorly understood
(Myllymäki and Mikkola, 2019). The signaling pathways
regulating early development are described to some extent,
though. Functional studies have identified Wnt, FGF, and
the tumor necrosis factor family ligand ectodysplasin (Eda)
as pathways essential for placode and bud formation (Chu
et al., 2004; Mailleux et al., 2002; Mustonen et al., 2003;
Mustonen et al., 2004). However, the cellular processes
involved still remain elusive, although existing evidence
suggests that cell proliferation plays a minor role in placode
formation (Balinsky, 1950; Propper, 1978; Lee et al., 2011). In
particular, the process of epithelial invagination, a funda-
mental step in the development of most organs, has not been
explored. Here, we use a combination of high-resolution,
whole-mount 3D and 4D confocal microscopy; quantitative
image analysis; and genetically modified mouse mutants to
address these questions.
Results
Cellular hypertrophy plays a minor role in early
mammary development
To characterize early mammogenesis, we first analyzed mam-
mary primordium size and shape at the placode (E11.5), hillock
(E12.5), and bulb (E13.5) stages by using the K14-Cre/mTmG
mouse model and 3D whole-mount imaging with confocal
microscopy (Fig. 1 A). Because formation of mammary plac-
odes is asynchronous, we focused on mammary bud 3, which
is the first to form and is easily accessible. As no known early
markers are specifically expressed at this stage (Fig. S1 A), we
used the stereotypic appendage morphology to manually surface
render mammary rudiments. At the placode stage, 3D surface
rendering revealed a comet-shaped indentation elongated along
the anterior-posterior axis, which enlarged in size and deepened
more prominently into the underlying mesenchyme at the hil-
lock stage (Fig. 1, B and C; and Fig. S1 B). A day later, a further
increase in size was apparent and the “neck” of the bulb became
evident (Fig. 1, B and C). Quantification showed that the volume
increased by 2.5-fold between placode and bulb stages (Fig. 1 D),
while the shape changed from relatively flat into a round sphere
(Fig. 1 E).
Two major processes may account for the dynamics of the
volume gain: increase in cell number and/or individual cell size.
Because previous studies indicated low levels of cell prolifera-
tion in mammary primordia (Balinsky, 1950; Lee et al., 2011), we
first focused on cell size. We used the inducible R26-CreERT/
tdTomato model for stochastic and sparse cell labeling, which, in
combinationwith epithelial marker (EpCAM) staining, was used
for 3D surface rendering of single cells (Fig. 2 A and Fig. S2 A).
3D surface rendering revealed that epidermal cells were rela-
tively regular in shape, whereas mammary epithelial cells
(MECs) were elongated with long protrusions at all stages ana-
lyzed, with a characteristic “centripetal” alignment at the hillock
(E12.5) and bulb (E13.5) stages (Fig. 2 B). Cell shape analysis
confirmed that MECs were less spherical than epidermal cells
(Fig. 2 C). Quantification of cell volumes showed that MECs were
smaller than epidermal cells at the placode (E11.5) and hillock
(E12.5) stages, but there was no significant difference at the bulb
(E13.5) stage. The volume of MECs increased between E11.5 and
E12.5 stages by 1.2-fold, but not thereafter (Fig. 2 D). We con-
clude that although cellular hypertrophy contributes to the
growth of the early mammary rudiment, the bulk of the growth
must be achieved via other mechanisms.
Migration-driven cell influx rather than proliferation drives
growth of the mammary rudiment
Next, we quantified the total number of MECs from the placode
to the bulb stage. The analysis showed a substantial increase of
cell number between E11.5 and E12.5 and a further, albeit not
statistically significant, increase between E12.5 and E13.5, to-
taling a 1.6-fold increase over the 2-d course of development
(Fig. 2 E). These data suggest that an increase in cell number has
a major role in growth of the mammary primordium.
The most obvious process capable of fueling cell number
is proliferation. To assess the contribution of cell prolifera-
tion, we used the Fucci transgenic cell cycle reporter mouse to
Trela et al. Journal of Cell Biology 2 of 19
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distinguish cells in G0/G1 phases (nuclear monomeric Kuzabi
Orange [mKO2]) from cells in S/G2/M (nuclear monomeric
Azami Green [mAG]; Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008; Fig. 2 F and
Fig. S2 B). Quantification revealed that the portion of cells in
S/G2/M phases was significantly lower in MECs than in ad-
jacent epidermal cells across all stages evaluated (Fig. 2 G).
More importantly, mammary primordium consisted mainly of
cells in G1/G0 phases throughout early development, cells in
S/G2/M being rare (between 5% and 9%; Fig. 2 G). Similarly,
we observed low numbers of replicating cells by analyzing
proliferation with 5-ethynyl-29-deoxyuridine (EdU) incorpo-
ration, validating our conclusions from the Fucci model (Fig.
S2 C). These data provide compelling evidence that the cell
number increase during early mammogenesis is largely pro-
liferation independent. A previous 2D study reporting BrdU-
incorporation analysis in histological sections made the same
conclusion (Lee et al., 2011).
The low number of proliferative cells together with the
characteristic elongated shape of MECs at the placode (E11.5)
stage (Fig. 2 B) prompted us to investigate possible involvement
of cell migration in placode formation. It is well acknowledged
that cells undergo deformation under compression such as
during cell migration, leading to substantial shape changes of
organelles like the nucleus (Friedl et al., 2011). Therefore, we
3D surface rendered nuclei at the placode (E11.5) stage by
taking advantage of mouse models with fluorescently labeled
nuclei: Fucci mKO2 and the TCF/Lef1:H2B-GFP Wnt reporter
(Ferrer-Vaquer et al., 2010; Fig. 3 A and Fig. S3 A). Shape
analysis revealed that MEC nuclei had significantly lower sphe-
ricity than epidermal cells, indicating that MECs were under
strain (Fig. 3 B).
It is known that localization of the Golgi apparatus is
linked with the direction of cell polarity (Hurtado et al., 2011;
Ravichandran et al., 2020). To test if the observed nuclear shape
of MECs could be linked with cell migration, we measured cell
polarity by analyzing the location of the Golgi apparatus with
respect to the cell nucleus (Fig. 3 C; and Fig. S3, B and C). To
quantify cell orientation with respect to the placode, we calcu-
lated the angle between two vectors: the nucleus to Golgi vector
and the nucleus to placode center vector (Fig. 3, D and E; and Fig.
S3 D). We reasoned that cells presumed to migrate toward the
mammary gland placode would have an angle of <90° and cells
moving outward from the placode, more than 90°. Unlike epi-
dermal cells, the majority of MECs had angles <90° (Fig. 3 F).
Figure 1. Growth of the mammary rudiment during
early developmental stages. (A) Optical sections (planar
and sagittal views; arrowhead indicates section plane) of
confocal microscopy images from K14-Cre/mTmG mouse
mammary rudiments at placode (E11.5), hillock (E12.5),
and bulb (E13.5) stages; epithelium in green (membrane-
bound GFP and EpCAM) and mesenchyme in red. Dashed
line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border. Scale bar,
50 µm. (B and C) Planar and sagittal views of maximum
intensity projections of epithelial tissue; rendered surfa-
ces of mammary rudiments in white. Scale bar, 20 µm.
(D and E) Quantification of volume (D) and sphericity (E)
of mammary rudiments using rendered surfaces. One-way
ANOVA with Šidák’s post hoc comparison; ***, P ≤ 0.001;
****, P ≤ 0.0001; nE11.5 = 8; nE12.5 = 8; nE13.5 = 10. Data are
presented as mean ± SD.
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Figure 2. Mammary rudiments are characterized by low level of cell proliferation. (A) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views; arrowhead indicates
section plane) of confocal microscopy images from R26-CreERT/tdTomato mouse embryos at placode (E11.5), hillock (E12.5), and bulb (E13.5) stages stained
with EpCAM (white). Cells were sparsely labeled (cytoplasmic tdTomato, red) with low dosage of tamoxifen 24 h earlier. Scale bar, 50 µm. Dashed line marks
the epithelial-mesenchymal border. (B) Planar views of maximum intensity projections of tdTomato-expressing epithelial cells. Cell surface rendering was
Trela et al. Journal of Cell Biology 4 of 19
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Next, we established whole-embryo confocal live imaging
that allowed us to track epithelial cells up to 6 h (Fig. 3 G and
Video 1). Quantification showed no difference in track straightness
between MECs and epidermal cells. However, MECs displayed
significantly longer track length as well as net displacement
compared with epidermal cells (Fig. 3 H). Escape angle analysis
confirmed that the majority of MECs were migrating toward
the center of the placode, whereas epidermal cells moved ran-
domly (Fig. 3 I).
Epidermal cells surrounding the mammary gland bud may
contribute to its invagination
While cell migration fuels the growth of the mammary pri-
mordium, it alone cannot account for the process of invagination
and formation of the characteristic bulb shape of the E13.5
mammary rudiment. Intriguingly, we observed morphological
changes taking place in epidermal cells adjacent to the mam-
mary bud (Fig. 4 A). At early placode stage (E11.25), there was no
obvious difference between placodal and epidermal cells. No-
ticeable change took place within the next 24 h: epidermal cells
adjacent to the early mammary hillock (E12.25) thinned and
became elongated in contrast to epidermal cells located farther
away. A quarter of a day later (E12.5), the specific alignment of
these epidermal cells was even more pronounced, generating a
ringlike structure of thin and stretched cells encircling the
mammary hillock (Fig. 4 A). Due to their particular appearance
and arrangement, we named these cells ring cells. Half a day
later, at E13.0, some ring cells were still visible, but by the bulb
(E13.5) stage, they had disappeared, and cells next to the mam-
mary rudiment again resembled habitual keratinocytes (Fig. 4
A). Interestingly, the disappearance of the ring cells coincided
with invagination of the bud and formation of the constricted
neck characteristic of the mammary bulb, suggesting that the
ring cells may give rise to the neck cells. In line with this, several
mammary epithelial markers show lower expression levels in
the neck compared with the bud itself (Elo et al., 2017; Hiremath
et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2004; Hens et al., 2007), further sup-
porting the notion that the origin of these cells may differ from
cells of the “bud proper.”
To gain further insights into the invagination process, we
analyzed the submersion of the mammary primordium’s top
domain (Fig. S4 A). Quantification confirmed a steady decrease
in the area in contact with the epidermis between E12.5 and
E13.5 (Fig. 4 B). 3D surface rendering of individual cells revealed
that ring cells were thin and elongated and had long protrusions
encompassing the hillock (Fig. 4 C and Video 2). Quantification
of cellular parameters at E12.5 confirmed a shape difference
between ring cells and other epidermal cells, while there was no
difference in cell volume (Fig. 4 D). MECs, though, were clearly
smaller. At E13.5, ring cells were no longer discernible. Cells
located in the newly formed neck differed from both epidermal
and bulb proper cells, the latter being least spherical (Fig. 4 D).
The fact that ring cells (a) form at the time when the bud
proper starts to form; (b) have a particular rim-like arrange-
ment; (c) have a distinctive size and shape compared with other
epidermal (and mammary) cells, displaying characteristics of
cells under strain, such as thinning and elongation; and (d)
gradually disappear from the surface epidermis while the bud
sinks into the mesenchyme, suggesting that ring cells are
functionally relevant for invagination. One possible mechanism
could be via cell sliding and contraction, a process previously
shown to drive eyelid closure (Heller et al., 2014). To assess this
possibility, we investigated the polarity of the ring cells. If cell
intercalation around the bud were to drive invagination, we
might expect ring cells to display nonrandom polarity with re-
spect to the mammary primordium. Again, we used Golgi ap-
paratus and nuclear staining to assess polarity and then
calculated the angle of the cells with respect to the center of the
bud (Fig. 4 E and Fig. S4 B). The results showed nonrandom
distribution of ring cells, with the majority of them having an-
gles ranging from 45° to 135°, indicating that they were prefer-
entially concentrically aligned around the mammary bud (Fig. 4,
F and G).
To further assess the ring cells’ role in invagination, we
performed whole-embryo confocal live imaging (Video 3). As
in vivo (Fig. 4 B), a decrease in epidermal contact area was ev-
ident in all samples, indicating an active invagination process
(Fig. 5, A and B). Tracking of cells and quantification of cell
motility vectors with respect to the center of the bud showed
that the majority of epidermal cells located farther away from
the bud moved preferentially toward the bud (64% of vectors
had 0–45° angles), which is expected given that the bud’s epi-
dermal contact area is decreasing while it invaginates. In stark
contrast, vectors displaying 45–90° were most common among
ring cells (Fig. 5, C and D). Altogether, these data suggest that
ring cells move in a circle-like fashion and could generate
force driving mammary bud invagination and thereby neck
formation.
Ring cells display high actomyosin contractility
The importance of the actomyosin network in tissue morpho-
genesis prompted us to investigate it in the context of ring cell
activity (Munjal and Lecuit, 2014). Whole-mount staining of
phalloidin revealed high levels of F-actin in ring cells, especially
those located closest to MECs at the hillock (E12.5) stage (Fig. 6
A). In addition, high F-actin intensity marked basal (proximal to
performed on randomly selected cells (white); dashed line marks the border of the mammary rudiment. Scale bar, 20 µm. (C and D) Quantification of cell
sphericity (C) and volume (D) at E11.5, E12.5, and E13.5 (six biological replicates for each stage). nE11.5 = 172 MECs and 170 epidermal cells; nE12.5 = 142 MECs and
136 epidermal cells; nE13.5 = 175 MECs and 175 epidermal cells. (E)Quantification of the total cell number in the mammary rudiment (nE11.5 = 7; nE12.5 = 6; nE13.5 =
6). (F) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views; arrowhead indicates section plane) of confocal images of mammary rudiments from Fucci embryos stained
with EpCAM (white); nuclei in G1/G0 in red and in S/G2/M in green. Scale bar, 50 µm. Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border. (G)Quantification
of the proportions of cells in G1/G0 and S/G2/M in MECs and epidermis (nE11.5 = 7; nE12.5 = 6; nE13.5 = 6). Statistical significances were calculated by Student’s
t test to compare mammary rudiment and epidermis at the same developmental stage or one-way ANOVA with Šidák’s post hoc comparison to compare
mammary rudiments from three developmental stages. *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ****, P ≤ 0.0001. Data are shown as mean ± SD.
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Figure 3. Cell influx drives mammary placode formation. (A) Optical section (planar and sagittal views; arrowhead shows section plane) of a mammary
placode (left) and nonmammary epidermis (right) from E11.5 Fucci, mKO2;TCF/Lef1:H2B-GFP embryos. Cells in G1/G0 express nuclear mKO2 (red), while Wnt
reporter active cells express nuclear GFP (green); Hoechst staining for nuclei (cyan) and EpCAM for epithelial cells (white). Dashed line marks the epithelial-
mesenchymal border. Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Quantification of nuclear sphericity of MECs and epidermal cells at E11.5. Student’s t test; ****, P ≤ 0.0001; n = 652
Trela et al. Journal of Cell Biology 6 of 19
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basement membrane) and apical (distal to basement membrane)
domains of the basally located mammary cells. Similarly, we
detected higher levels of phosphorylated myosin light chain II
(pMLC), a marker for actomyosin contractility, at the same lo-
cations (Fig. 6 A). At E13.0, both F-actin and pMLC persisted at
high intensity at the same locations whenever ring cells were
still evident (Fig. 6 B). At the bulb (E13.5) stage, when ring cells
had disappeared, the epidermal cells displayed relatively uni-
form staining of both F-actin and pMLC (Fig. 6 C).
Nonmuscle myosin IIA (NMIIA) is the most abundantly ex-
pressed nonmuscle myosin in a wide variety of cell types in-
cluding epidermal cells (Ma et al., 2010; Fig. 6 D and Fig. S5 A).
Quantification of NMIIA intensities at E12.5 revealed high levels
in epidermal cells compared with MECs (Fig. 6 E and Fig. S5 A).
At the bulb (E13.5) stage, NMIIA was readily detectable also in
the neck region while expression in the bud proper remained
low (Fig. 6, D and E; and Fig. S5 A).
Myosin IIA drives the localized actomyosin contractility
required for mammary bud invagination
To decipher the function of the actomyosin network in mam-
mary bud invagination, we conditionally inactivated NMIIA by
deleting the Myh9 gene (encoding the heavy chain of NMIIA) in
the epithelium using the K14-Cre driver. Due to the relatively
low NMIIA expression in the mammary primordium, Myh9
deletion was expected to mainly interfere with the ring cells.
First, we confirmed reduction in NMIIA levels in K14-Cre/
Myh9flox/flox conditional knockout (Myh9 cKO hereafter) by im-
munostaining (Fig. S5 A). To assess if the shape of ring cells is
different from epidermal cells and if they are affected by loss of
NMIIA, we analyzed cell roundness and aspect ratio in epider-
mal cells adjacent to the bud (0–30 µm, ∼ring cells) and in cells
located farther away (70–100 µm, control keratinocytes; Fig. 7, A
and B). Prior to invagination (E12.5), cells encircling the bud had
a much higher aspect ratio and were more elongated than con-
trol epidermal cells (Fig. 7, B–D). Ringlike cells did form inMyh9
cKO at E12.5, yet they were significantly less extended than in
control littermates (Fig. 7, B–D). The more distal epidermal cells
did not differ from each other. Importantly, after invagination
had occurred in control embryos (E13.5), the proximal and distal
cells no longer differed in shape, confirming the disappearance
of the contractile epidermal ring. In contrast, elongated and thin
ring cells persisted in Myh9 cKO mutants (Fig. 7, B–D).
Next, we analyzed the actomyosin network with phalloidin
and pMLC stainings in Myh9 cKO embryos and their control
littermates (Fig. 8, A and B; and Fig. S5, B–D) and quantified
their intensities again in cells adjacent to the bud and in control
cells located farther away. Quantification confirmed a signifi-
cant difference in both F-actin and pMLC intensities between
the two groups in control embryos at E12.5, the difference being
less apparent at E13.5 (Fig. 8, C and D) when the ring cells were
no longer morphologically discernible (Fig. 7, B–D). Myh9 cKO
embryos displayed a significant decrease in F-actin intensities at
E12.5 and pMLC intensities at both stages compared with control
embryos, indicating diminished contractile actomyosin network
(Fig. 8, C and D). At E13.5, F-actin remained slightly elevated in
the bud-proximal cells in Myh9 cKO embryos compared with
controls, likely because of the persisting ring cells.
The compromised contractile activity of ring cells in Myh9
cKO embryos prompted us to evaluate the consequences ofMyh9
deletion for the invagination process. Scanning electron mi-
croscopy revealed that at E12.5, mammary primordia were ele-
vated above the surface epithelium both in control and Myh9
cKO embryos (Fig. 9 A). 1 d later, after invagination had oc-
curred, the protrusion was no longer evident in controls,
whereas in Myh9 cKO mutants, mammary primordia remained
elevated above the surface epithelium (Fig. 9 B). 3D surface
rendering of EpCAM-stained specimens further confirmed this
conclusion (Fig. 9 C and Video 4). Next, we quantified the epi-
dermal contact area and, using 3D surface rendering, invagina-
tion of the mammary rudiment from placode (E11.5) to bulb
(E13.5) stage. At the placode stage, no significant difference was
observed between the controls and mutants (Fig. 9, D and E). In
control embryos, the epidermal contact area steadily decreased
during the invagination process, whereas inMyh9 cKO embryos,
this was significantly less pronounced (Fig. 9 D). The invagina-
tion, measured as the depth of the mammary rudiment, was
also substantially impaired in Myh9 cKO at the hillock stage
(E12.5–E13.0), but not anymore at the bulb (E13.5) stage (Fig. 9
E). Importantly, there was no difference in the volume of control
and Myh9 cKO mammary glands, indicating that there was no
general delay in mammary development (Fig. 9 F). Taken
MECs and 882 epidermal cells from 14 biological replicates. Data shown represent median (line) with 25th and 75th percentiles (hinges) plus min to max ranges
(whiskers). (C) Cells in E11.5 R26-CreERT/tdTomato embryos were sparsely labeled by low dosage of tamoxifen 24 h earlier and stained with EpCAM (white),
GM130 (magenta), and Hoechst (cyan) to mark epithelial cells, Golgi, and nuclei, respectively. Figure shows planar views of a representative masked single cell
(1–6) to define cell polarity. The surface-rendered cell (red; 1), nucleus (cyan; 2), Golgi (magenta; 3), overlay of both nucleus and Golgi (4), overlay of nucleus
(cyan) and Golgi (magenta) with reference points for both (5), and cell vector (white arrow) from nuclear reference point (cyan) to Golgi reference point
(magenta) (6). Scale bar, 5 µm. (D) Cell vectors (white arrows) show the polarity of MECs and epidermal cells at E11.5. Center of the placode or the control
epidermal region is indicated by the orange spot. Scale bar, 20 µm. (E) Schematic image showing two examples of the angle between the cell vector and center
of the placode (orange spot). (F) Rose plots showing the angles between cell vectors and the center of a mammary placode or image center of a corresponding
epidermal region. Rayleigh test for nonuniformity, H0 = random. Watson’s U2 test revealed a significant difference between MEC and epidermal cell plots. n =
172 MECs and 170 epidermal cells from six biological replicates. (G) Confocal time-lapse 3D imaging of a forming mammary placode. Images show tracks of
representative individual MECs and epidermal cells expressing Fucci, mKO transgene (nuclear red) on the left and track direction (arrows) on the right. Dashed
line demarcates the mammary placode. Scale bar, 50 µm. See also Video 1. (H) Quantification of track straightness, length, and net displacement of MECs (n =
30) and epidermal cells (EC, n = 30) from three biological replicates. Statistical significance was tested with Mann-Whitney U test and Student’s t test; ***, P ≤
0.001; ****, P ≤ 0.0001. (I) Rose plots of the escape angles (the angle between cell trajectories at the beginning and end of the time lapse with respect to the
center of the placode or a corresponding epidermal region). Rayleigh test for nonuniformity, H0 = random. Watson’s U2 test revealed a significant difference
between mammary placode cell and epidermal cell plots.
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Figure 4. A rim of thin keratinocytes encircles the invaginating mammary bud. (A) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views; arrowheads show the
section plane) of confocal whole-mount microscopy images from K14-Cre/mTmG mouse mammary primordia at placode (E11.25), hillock (E12.25 and E12.5),
bud (E13.0), and bulb (E13.5) stages; epithelium in green (cell-membrane localized GFP and EpCAM staining) and mesenchyme in red. Dashed line marks the
epithelial-mesenchymal border. Lower panel: inserts (i) are close-ups of planar views marked in orange boxes in the upper panel. Arrowheads indicate ring
cells. Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Quantification of epidermal contact area of the mammary rudiment. One-way ANOVA with Šidák’s post hoc comparison; ***, P ≤
0.001; ****, P ≤ 0.0001; nE12.5 = 8; nE13.0 = 9; nE13.5 = 9. Data are shown as mean ± SD. (C) Planar views of maximum intensity projections showing epithelial
Trela et al. Journal of Cell Biology 8 of 19
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tissue (cell-membrane localized GFP) at E12.5 and E13.5. Surface rendering of the keratinocytes (ring cells, red) surrounding the mammary bud at E12.5 and
cells in the neck at E13.5. Scale bar, 20 µm. See also Video 2. (D) Quantification of the volume and sphericity of mammary epithelial, ring, neck, and epidermal
cells (EC) before (E12.5) and after (E13.5) invagination; six biological replicates for both stages. nE12.5 ring = 86 ring cells, 142 MECs, and 136 ECs; nE13.5 = 38 neck
cells, 175 MECs, and 175 ECs. Data are shown asmean ± SD. Statistical significance was calculated by Student’s t test to compare ring and neck cells or one-way
ANOVA with Šidák’s post hoc comparison or Kruskal-Wallis test to compare ring cells, MECs, and ECs at the same developmental stage; **, P ≤ 0.01; ****, P ≤
0.0001. (E) Planar views of surface rendering of ring cells (red) and mammary bud (green) at the hillock (E12.5) stage. Cell vectors (white arrowheads) show the
polarity of ring cells as defined by the nucleus (cyan) to Golgi (magenta) vector. Orange spot marks the center of the bud’s top surface. Scale bar, 20 µm.
(F) Coordinate system showing ring cells’ vectors (arrows) and their opposing directionality at E12.5. Red dot marks the center of the hillock’s top domain. A,
anterior; D, dorsal; P, posterior; V, central (nE12.5 = 55 ring cells from four biological replicates). (G) Rose plot representing the angles between the cell vector
and the center of mammary bud’s top domain. Rayleigh test for nonuniformity, H0 = random.
Figure 5. Confocal time-lapse 3D imaging of ring cells at E12.5. (A) A representative mammary bud from a K14-Cre/mTmG embryo at the beginning, at 2 h
45 min, and at the end of the imaging (5 h 30 min). White and orange dashed line mark the perimeter of the invaginating mammary bud in the beginning and at
the indicated time point, respectively. Scale bar, 30 µm. (B) Quantification of the epidermal contact area of individual mammary buds during imaging.
(C) Individual ring and epidermal cell tracks in three mammary buds. Dashed line marks the perimeter of the invaginating mammary bud. Scale bar, 30 µm. See
also Video 3. (D) Rose plots of the escape angles (the angle between cell trajectories at the beginning and end of the time lapse in respect to the center of the
mammary bud). Rayleigh test for nonuniformity, H0 = random; n = 96 ring cells and 95 epidermal cells from three biological replicates. Statistical significance
was assessed with Watson’s U2 test.
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Figure 6. Ring cells display high actomyosin contractility. (A–C) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views; arrowheads indicate the section plane) of
confocal images from wild-type embryos labeled with epithelial marker EpCAM (white), F-actin (phalloidin, represented in LUT, middle panel), and pMLC,
represented in LUT, lower panel) at hillock (E12.5; A), bud (E13.0; B), and bulb (E13.5; C) stages. Scale bar, 50 µm. Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal
border. Arrowheads highlight high-intensity levels, i and ii (insert). Scale bar, 50 µm. (D) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views; arrowheads indicate the
section plane) of confocal images from a wild-type embryo stained with EpCAM (white) and NMIIA (green) at the bulb (E13.5) stage. Dashed line marks the
epithelial-mesenchymal border. Inserts (i and ii) are close-ups of sagittal views marked in orange and blue boxes. Scale bar, 50 µm. (E) Quantification of NMIIA
intensities in cells of the epidermis (EC), mammary rudiment (MR), and neck region from five different embryos per stage (nE12.5 EC = 1,292; nE12.5 MR = 485;
nE13.5 EC = 1,889; nE13.5 MR = 533; and nE13.5 Neck = 119). Data shown represent the median (line) with 25th and 75th percentiles (hinges) plus 1.5× interquartile
ranges (whiskers). Statistical significance was assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction. ****, P ≤ 0.0001.
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together, our results indicate that loss of epithelial NMIIA di-
minishes actomyosin contractility and suggest arrested ring cell
function as the likely cause of the impaired mammary bud in-
vagination and neck formation.
Discussion
In this study, we investigated embryonic mammary develop-
ment with a particular focus on cellular mechanisms gov-
erning its early growth and invagination. The former was
initially attributed to localized enhanced cell proliferation,
and the first attempt to challenge this hypothesis was made
by Balinsky in the 1950s. He quantified mitotic indices of
E11–E14 mammary rudiments based on histological sections
and suggested that cell proliferation cannot account for the
initial growth of the mammary bud (Balinsky, 1950; Balinsky,
1952). Ever since, it has been speculated, without conclusive
evidence, that mammary placodes form by cell migration
(Lee et al., 2011; Veltmaat et al., 2003; Propper, 1978). 70 yr
later, after Balinsky’s seminal studies, we provide ample
evidence—cell cycle data, whole-mount high-resolution 3D
and 4D microscopy, and quantitative morphometric analyses—
showing that the growth of early mammary primordia is
primarily achieved by cell influx. Further support for the
role of cell migration has been provided by Propper (1978),
who used ex vivo tissue culture to show that charcoal placed
Figure 7. Epithelial NMIIA deficiency leads to persistence of the contractile epidermal ring. (A) Optical sections (planar views) of confocal images of
representativeMyh9 cKO and control littermate embryos labeled with EpCAM (green) at hillock (E12.5) and bulb (E13.5) stages. Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Heatmap
of cell roundness in the planar images shown in A. (C and D) Quantification of cell roundness (C) and aspect ratio (D) of cells adjacent to the bud (0–30 µm ∼
ring cells) and those farther away from the bud (70–100 µm, control epidermal cells [EC]) in 6 or 7 control and 7–11 Myh9 cKO embryos per stage (Control:
nE12.5 Ring cells = 931, nE12.5 EC = 448, nE13.5 Ring cells = 697, nE13.5 EC= 921;Myh9 cKO: nE12.5 Ring cells = 886, nE12.5 EC = 219, nE13.5 Ring cells = 1,174, nE13.5 EC = 1,201). Data
shown represent median (line) with 25th and 75th percentiles (hinges) plus 1.5× interquartile ranges (whiskers). Statistical significance was assessed with the
Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction. **, P ≤ 0.01; ****, P ≤ 0.0001.
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Figure 8. Epithelial NMIIA deficiency impairs ring cell function. (A and B) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views) of confocal images from Myh9 cKO
and control littermate embryos labeled with EpCAM (white; A), F-actin (phalloidin, represented in LUT depicted in the middle panel), and pMLC (represented in
LUT depicted in the right panel) (B) at hillock (E12.5), bud (E13.0), and bulb (E13.5) stages. Scale bar, 50 µm. Arrowheads mark the increased intensity. Arrows
mark ring cells still present at E13.0. (C and D)Quantification of F-actin (C) and pMLC (D) intensity in ring cells (0–30 µm from the bud) and epidermal cells (EC;
70–100 µm away from the bud) of four to seven control and four to sixMyh9 cKO embryos per stage (Controls: nE12.5 Ring cells = 621, nE12.5 EC = 252, nE13.5 Ring cells =
648, nE13.5 EC= 787; Myh9 cKO: nE12.5 Ring cells = 568, nE12.5 EC = 108, nE13.5 Ring cells = 495, nE13.5 EC = 652). Data shown represent median (line) with 25th and 75th
percentiles (hinges) plus 1.5× interquartile ranges (whiskers). Statistical significance within each stage was assessed with the Mann-Whitney U test with
Bonferroni correction. AU, arbitrary units. *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ****, P ≤ 0.0001.
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Figure 9. Impaired invagination and neck formation in Myh9 cKO embryos. (A and B) Scanning electron microscopy images of Myh9 cKO embryos and
control littermates at E12.5 (A) and E13.5 (B) with close-ups of mammary primordium 3. Scale bar, 1 mm. i, insert; scale bar, 100 µm. mb, mammary bud.
(C) Planar and sagittal views of maximum intensity projections showing surface rendering (cyan) of mammary rudiments of Myh9 cKO embryos and control
Trela et al. Journal of Cell Biology 13 of 19
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on epidermal cells is incorporated into the forming mam-
mary primordia.
In addition to mammary tissue, hair follicles show greatly
reduced cell proliferation at the placode stage, where this phe-
nomenon has been linked with acquisition of placode cell fate
(Ahtiainen et al., 2014). The same applies to developing teeth,
although in tooth placodes, only a spatially distinct subset of
cells, a signaling center, becomes quiescent (Ahtiainen et al.,
2016). Both of them also form by cell influx, implying direc-
tional cell migration as a shared feature among ectodermal ap-
pendage placodes (Ahtiainen et al., 2014; Ahtiainen et al., 2016).
A major difference between these three ectodermal appendages
is, however, that cell proliferation is a major driver of growth
after the placode stage both in teeth and hair follicles (Ahtiainen
et al., 2014; Ahtiainen et al., 2016; Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). To
our knowledge, the prolonged quiescence of mammary cells is a
unique feature not reported to occur at early stages of mor-
phogenesis in any other mammalian organ.
An outstanding question that remains is the identity of cues
regulating the observed cellular behaviors during early mam-
mary morphogenesis. We showed that cellular hypertrophy also
contributes to the growth of the mammary rudiment and find
the neuregulin-3 (Nrg3)/Erbb4 pathway the best candidate: in
Nrg3mutants, the smaller size of mammary buds correlates with
a smaller size of MECs (Kogata et al., 2014). Wnt and ectodys-
plasin pathways are known to increase cell motility during hair
placode morphogenesis (Ahtiainen et al., 2014) and hence could
have a similar role in early mammogenesis. The signal(s) gov-
erning cell cycle exit of MECs is unknown and may also relate to
the absence of pathway activity. The embryonicmammary gland
is devoid of Hedgehog (Hh) signaling activity (Hatsell and
Cowin, 2006), whereas in developing teeth and hair follicles,
Hh signaling is a major driver of proliferation and organ growth
(St-Jacques et al., 1998; Chiang et al., 1999; Gritli-Linde et al.,
2002). Further work is warranted to clarify how and why em-
bryonic MECs gain and maintain quiescence.
The processes that govern the formation of epithelial thick-
enings such as placodes cannot explain tissue invagination on
their own. Multiple cellular mechanisms have been shown or
proposed to drive invagination, including apical constriction,
basal relaxation, actomyosin cable-mediated buckling, and basal
wedging (Davidson, 2012; Pearl et al., 2017). Epithelial invagi-
nation has mainly been studied in single-layered epithelia, and
whether the same cellular mechanisms are used in multilayered
epithelia remains an open question. A recent study that used the
molar tooth as a model proposed that invagination of skin ap-
pendage placodes is achieved by horizontal contraction and in-
tercalation of superficial placode cells that form a shrinking
“canopy,” thereby forcing the underlying placodal cells to sink
into the underlying mesenchyme (Panousopoulou and Green,
2016). However, we did not find evidence for such an organi-
zation of superficial mammary cells by our unbiased analysis
with 3D confocal microscopy. Here, we delineate an undescribed
mechanism of organ invagination driven by a rim of contractile
keratinocytes around the invaginating multilayered tissue.
These cells are characterized by high intensity of both F-actin
and pMLC. Their morphology and, in particular, functionality
were impaired upon conditional deletion of NMIIA, ultimately
leading to compromised, but not abolished, invagination. Of
note, mammals have three isoforms on NMII proteins, namely
NMIIA, IIB, and IIC encoded by three genes, Myh9, Myh10, and
Myh14, respectively (Brito and Sousa, 2020; Heissler and
Manstein, 2013; Marigo et al., 2004), and NMIIB is likely to
act redundantly with NMIIA (Ma et al., 2010).
Our findings do not exclude the involvement of other
mechanisms and cell types in mammary bud invagination. It is
possible that passive forces generated by the proliferative epi-
dermis and nonproliferative placode lead to mechanical insta-
bility that is locally stabilized by the ring cells’ contractility,
resulting in invagination via a buckling type of mechanism
(Nelson, 2016). Another obvious candidate is the MECs them-
selves. The majority of the basal mammary cells (in contrast to
epidermal cells) had narrow apical surfaces, and their sphericity
decreased gradually during the invagination process, suggesting
that apical constriction may take place. Also, the mesenchyme
may be involved; mammary mesenchyme begins to condense
around the mammary bud at ∼E12.5 (Propper et al., 2013), co-
inciding with the onset of invagination. Computational models
of developing teeth suggest that both proliferation and adhesion
of mesenchymal cells contribute to tooth germ-shape determi-
nation (Marin-Riera et al., 2018).
The molecular signals that regulate mammary placode in-
vagination are unknown. How do the ring cells get specified?
They likely receive cues both from the placode as well as from
the epidermis/underlying dermis, a combination that may
generate a unique molecular milieu. We are aware of only one
gene, Sostdc1, being expressed at high levels at the edges of the
mammary bud, matching the location of the ring cells (Närhi
et al., 2012). Intriguingly, Sostdc1-null embryos have a much
wider neck at the bulb stage (E13.5) and show ectopic TCF/Lef1-
lacZ (TOP-GAL) Wnt reporter expression in the region where
ring cells are located (Närhi et al., 2012). Although very specu-
lative, this may imply that Wnt signaling needs to be suppressed
for the ring cells to be specified and/or functional. Also, the Hh
pathway has been implicated in negatively regulating mammary
bud invagination. In mice mutant for Gli3 (a.k.a. Extra-toes), a
repressor of the Hh pathway, mammary buds often evaginate
rather than invaginate (Lee et al., 2011). Analysis of Hh pathway
reporter expression revealed ectopic Hh signaling specifically
in the condensed mammary mesenchyme (Hatsell and Cowin,
littermates at E11.5, E12.5, E13.0, and E13.5. Dashed line marks the epidermal contact area. Red line connects top and bottom domains of mammary primordium
showing the depth of the rudiment. Scale bar, 20 µm. See also Video 4. (D–F) Quantification of epidermal contact area (D), bud depth (E), and bud volume (F).
Statistical significances were calculated with Student’s t test to controls andMyh9 cKO embryos at each developmental stage. nE11.5 = 6 (Ctrl) and 7 (Myh9 cKO),
nE12.5 = 6 (Ctrl) and 7 (Myh9 cKO), nE13.0 = 10 (Ctrl) and 8 (Myh9 cKO), nE13.5 = 8 (Ctrl) and 13 (Myh9 cKO). Data are shown as mean ± SD. *, P ≤ 0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01;
***, P ≤ 0.001; ****, P ≤ 0.0001.
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2006). How Hh activity changes the behavior of mammary
mesenchymal cells has not yet been explored.
In conclusion, this work provides new insights into early
mammary morphogenesis by showing that mammary plac-
odes coalesce by cell migration and proposes a previously
undescribed invagination mechanism through a rim of con-
tractile epithelial cells. This process bears resemblance to eyelid
closure, where the leading edge of the eyelid epithelium consists
of several layers of elongated cells perpendicular to the closure
axis, creating a circle-like structure, similar in appearance to
ring cells (Heller et al., 2014). The edge cells intercalate in a
NMIIA-dependent manner, creating local compression that leads
to the pulling of the surrounding epidermis to close the eye.
Hence, although the contractile rim of cells surrounds an open
space and is not associated with tissue invagination, it is mech-
anistically very similar to the process described in our study.
These findings indicate that intercalating rings of contractile




The following mice were maintained on C57Bl/6 background:
R26RtdTomato (Stock 007914), R26RCreERT2 (Stock 008463), and
TCF/Lef1:H2B-GFP (Stock 013752), all obtained from The Jackson
Laboratory. Myh9 floxed mice (Léon et al., 2007) were obtained
from the European Mouse Mutant Archive (EM:02572) and
crossed with the K14-Cre line that was previously described
(Hafner et al., 2004). NF-κB-gal (Bhakar et al., 2002), FGF20-
LacZ (Huh et al., 2012), and R26R-RG mice (Shioi et al.,
2011) have been previously described. The following mice
were maintained on NMRI background: Fucci dual transgenic
(Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008), TOP-gal (DasGupta and Fuchs,
1999), K17-GFP (Bianchi et al., 2005), and K14-Cre43 (Andl
et al., 2004) used for crossing with R26RmT/mG mice. R26RmT/mG
mice obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Stock 007576) were
in ICR background.
Mice were kept in 12-h light-dark cycles with food and water
given ad libitum. To label tdTomato-expressing cells, pregnant
R26RtdT/tdT females mated with R26RCreERT2 males were ad-
ministered 0.5 mg tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich) and 25 mg pro-
gesterone (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in corn oil (Sigma-Aldrich)
via intraperitoneal injection at 10:30 am, 24 h before sample
collection. Embryonic ages were always assessed by the same
person (E. Trela) and were defined based on the date of the
vaginal plug, limb and craniofacial morphology, and other ex-
ternal criteria (Martin, 1990). For embryos younger than E12.0,
the number of somites was used to stage the embryos (Theiler,
1989).
All mouse studies were approved and performed in accor-
dance with the guidelines of the Finnish national animal
experimentation board.
Immunostaining and whole-mount confocal microscopy
Immunostaining was performed with the following antibodies
and reagents: rat anti-EpCAM (1:500; BD PharMingen; 552370),
rabbit anti-GM130 (1:1,000; Sigma-Aldrich; G7295), mouse anti-
pMLC (1:200; Cell Signaling Technology; 3675S), rabbit anti-
NMIIA (1:1,000; BioLegend; 909801), rabbit anti-βgalactosidase
(1:1,000; MP Biomedicals; 559762), and rabbit anti-Lef1 (1:1,000;
Cell Signaling Technology; 2230S). F-actin was detected with
Alexa Fluor 568–conjugated phalloidin (1:30; Thermo Fisher
Scientific; A12380). Alexa Fluor 488– or 647–conjugated sec-
ondary antibodies (1:500; Life Technologies) were used. To de-
tect nuclei, Hoechst33342 (1:2,000; Thermo Fisher Scientific;
H3570) was used.
For whole-mount confocal microscopy, embryonic mouse
flanks were dissected onto 0.1-µm nucleopore filters and fixed in
4% PFA in PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Subsequently,
samples were washed in PBS and blocked in 5% normal goat
serum, 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 3–24 h, at 4°C. Primary
antibody cocktail with Hoechst33342 was prepared in blocking
solution, and samples were incubated for 24–48 h at 4°C. The
tissues were washed several times in large volumes of PBS and
0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS over 6–24 h at 4°C. Secondary antibody
cocktail with Hoechst33342 in blocking solution was incubated
with the samples for 24–48 h at 4°C. Samples were washed ex-
cessively with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS and mounted with
Vectashield. The images of the tissues were acquired as z-stacks
using a photo multiplier tube with Zeiss LSM700 (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH) upright laser scanning confocal microscope
with 25×/0.8 Plan-Apochromat oil-immersion objective (glyc-
erol, room temperature) at the optimal image resolution using
ZEN black 2.3 software.
Scanning electron microscopy
Samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M NaPO4 (pH
7.4) overnight in 4°C. The samples were then postfixed with 1%
OsO4 for 1 h at room temperature and dehydrated through a
graded series of ethanol followed by drying by critical point
dehydration. Samples mounted into aluminum stubs and coated
with platinum were imaged with FEI Quanta 250 Field Emission
Gun scanning electron microscope (FEI) using an Everhart-
Thornley secondary electron detector and xT microscope con-
trol software version 4.1.10.2127.
Live imaging
Live imagingwas performed as described previously (Miroshnikova
et al., 2018). Briefly, E11.25 K17-GFP/Fucci, mKO2 whole embryo,
or E12.5 R26RmT/mG/K14-Cre or R26R-RG/K14-Cre whole em-
bryos were dissected out from the uterus and collected and
placed in keratinocyte growth medium (CELLnTEC Advanced
Cell Systems) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) heat-inactivated
fetal bovine serum (HyClone/Thermo Fisher Scientific; SV30160.03)
and 20 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco/Thermo Fisher
Scientific; 15140), 20 mM Hepes (VWR International), 1.8 mM
CaCl2 (Merck), and 10 ng/ml mouse recombinant EGF (Merck/
MilliporeSigma; SPR3196). Next, embryos were immobilized on
the side in a custom-built imaging chamber using Lumox dish
35 (Sarstedt AG & Co. KG) and imaged using Leica Stellaris 8
Falcon (Leica Microsystems) inverted laser scanning confocal
microscope with HC PL APO 10×/0.40 CS2 air objective (for E11.25
mammary placode imaging) at 37°C, 5% CO2 using LAS X 4.1.1
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software or Andor Dragonfly 505 high-speed spinning disk
confocal microscopy system (Oxford Instruments) with inverted
Nikon Eclipse Ti2 microscope (Nikon Corporation) with 40×/1.15
Apo LWDwater objective (for imaging of E12.5 ring cells) at 37°C,
5% CO2 using Fusion 2.0 software. The images were acquired
using a Hyd S or HyD X detector (Leica Microsystems) as
z-stacks of 4–5-µm optical sections every 15 min for 6 h (E11.25
mammary placode imaging) and Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS (Oxford
Instruments) as z-stacks of ∼1.5-µm optical sections for 5.5 h (for
imaging of E12.5 ring cells).
EdU incorporation
To label proliferating cells, pregnant NMRI females were mated
with Fucci, mKO males and injected (i.p.) with 25 mg/kg body
weight of EdU (Life Technologies) at 7.5 mg/ml in saline 2 h
before sacrifice. Collected samples were fixed with 4% PFA in
PBS, and EdU detection was performed in whole mounts with
the Click-iT kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the protocol
provided by the manufacturer. In essence, samples were per-
meabilized with 3% BSA, 0.25% Triton X-100 (MP Biomedicals)
in PBS for 2 h, stained with Click-iT reaction cocktail containing
Alexa Fluor 488–azide for 2 h protected from light, and washed
thoroughly for 0.5 h with 3% BSA in PBS. Subsequently, samples
were immunostained with rat anti-EpCAM (1:500; BD Phar-
Mingen; 552370) and Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated secondary
antibodies (1:500; Life Technologies) with Hoechst33342
(1:2,000; Thermo Fisher Scientific; H3570) to detect nuclei
and mounted in Vectashield.
Image analysis
Images were analyzed in 3D using Imaris software version 9.2.1
and 9.5.1 (Bitplane). Briefly, all measurements were done in 3D
from confocal optical stacks unless otherwise indicated. To
quantify shape and size of wild-type and Myh9 cKO mammary
rudiments, their surfaces were rendered by manual drawing of
the tissue contour in every third optical section using distance
drawing mode. Shape was defined based on the expression of an
epithelial marker and morphology of the organ. The following
parameters were used: surface grain size 0.3 µm and contour
with vertex spacing 2 µm. Statistical output of surface rendering
was used to analyze mammary gland volume. To quantify
mammary bud depth, the measurement point was manually
placed in the center of top and bottom domains of each of the
mammary buds.
To analyze cell cycle status and total number of cells, nuclear
length of 25 cells in Z dimension was determined by manual
measuring. The mean nuclear length of cells was used to cal-
culate the distance between consecutive optical sections ana-
lyzed by manual cell counting in Carl Zeiss Microscopy software
ZEN Lite 2.3. Cells expressing either of the markers for G1/G0
and S/G2/M phases or both were also used for cell cycle status
quantification. In addition, cells expressing only nuclear marker
were included in the analysis of total number of cells.
Nuclear shape analysis was performed by surface rendering
of nuclei based on MECs masked with epithelial marker. For the
surface creation wizard, intensity levels for G1/G0 and TCF/Lef1:
H2B-GFP or both were manually set, and surface grain size was
set to 0.3 µm. Statistical output of surface rendering was used to
analyze sphericity.
To assess epidermal contact area for both wild-type andMyh9
cKO samples, the curve line in Carl Zeiss Microscopy software
ZEN Lite 2.3 was used to manually draw a line between the top
domain of the mammary gland and the lowest compartment of
overlying epidermis.
To analyze cells’ size and shape in 3D, randomly selected
tdTomato-expressing epithelial cells (EpCAM+ cells) were
masked. Subsequently, cells located in mammary gland were
surface rendered as described for nuclei, with manually set
threshold according to the intensity levels and surface grain
size set to 0.3 µm. Each cell was checked with nuclear staining
to ensure a single nucleus in each cell for correct rendering.
Statistical output of surface rendering was used to analyze cell
volume and sphericity. To assess cell polarity, both nuclear and
Golgi marker expression was masked within each cell. Spot
mode was used for that purpose, with spots placed in the center
of the intensity areas using background subtraction and esti-
mated diameter 3.5 and 8.0 µm for Golgi and nuclear marker,
respectively. Coordinates of these spots were extracted using
the Imaris software and were used to analyze cell orientations
in R, a free software environment available at http://www.r-
project.org using packages “tidyverse” (Wickham et al., 2019),
“spedp” (Bivand et al., 2013; Bivand and Wong, 2018), “ggplot2”
(Wickham, 2016), and “circular” (Agostinelli and Lund, 2017)
for analyzing and producing the figures.
To analyze the 2D shape of ring cells inMyh9 cKO and control
littermates, cells were segmented from confocal slices of the
mammary rudiment with the surrounding epidermis based on
EpCAM staining using the Tissue Analyzer (Aigouy et al., 2016)
plugin of Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). Cell boundaries were
manually corrected and detected from label images with the
label boundaries function of MorphoLibJ (Legland et al., 2016).
Cells were identified based on cell boundaries using the Ex-
tended Particle Analyzer of BioVoxxel toolbox (Brocher, J. 2015.
EuBIAS Conference; https://www.biovoxxel.de/development/),
analyzed for cell shape parameters, and opened in Region of
Interest manager. Cells smaller than 25 µm2, representing cell
edges, were excluded from the analysis. For spatial analysis, the
distance of cells from the mammary epithelial border was de-
termined using a 2D distance map of Fiji, created from a mask of
the mammary rudiment. The measure function of the Region of
Interest manager was then used to read the distance map and
corresponding image slices of pMLC, F-actin, and NMIIA stain-
ing to analyze mean gray values within cells at different dis-
tances. Mean gray values of pMLC and F-actin epithelial staining
were normalized to the mean gray value of the mesenchyme
adjacent to the epidermis, averaged from three large free-hand
selections of different confocal slices. Cells close to the mam-
mary epithelial border (0–30 µm) and at a distance (70–100 µm)
were selected to analyze ring and epidermal cells, respectively.
A roundness heatmap of the mammary rudiment at hillock
(E12.5) and bulb (E13.5) stages from Myh9 cKO and control lit-
termates was created using Shape Description Maps from Bio-
Voxxel toolbox (Brocher, J. 2015. EuBIAS Conference; https://
www.biovoxxel.de/development/).
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Statistical analysis
To assess statistical significance, Prism Software version 8.2.1
and 9.0.1 (GraphPad Software) or circular package for R were
used (Agostinelli and Lund, 2017). The normality of data distri-
bution was analyzed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Normally
distributed data were analyzed using two-tailed Student’s t test
or one-way ANOVA. Data that failed the Shapiro-Wilk test were
analyzed with the Kruskal-Wallis test or Mann-Whitney U test.
Rayleigh’s Z-test was used to test normal distribution of mam-
mary epithelial and epidermal cell angles at E11.5 from both
fixed and live data and ring cells at E12.5 from both fixed and
live data, followed by Watson’s U2 test to analyze signifi-
cance of mammary epithelial and epidermal cells’ angles at
E11.5 and E12.5.
Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 (related to Fig. 1) shows mammary epithelial markers
expressed at the placode stage (E11.5) and mammary placode
position in relation to body axes. Fig. S2 (related to Fig. 2) shows
early developmental stages from tdTomato and Fucci models,
with all markers indicated, and the EdU incorporation assay
experiment. Fig. S3 (related to Fig. 3) shows steps taken in image
analysis to quantify nuclear sphericity and confocal images from
the placode stage with immunostaining used for cell angle
analysis at the placode (E11.5) stage. Lastly, steps taken on image
analysis of cell angle are shown in the figure. Fig. S4 (related to
Fig. 4) shows how the epidermal contact area was defined and
consecutive steps taken in image analysis to quantify ring cell
angle in relation to the hillock at E12.5 stage. Fig. S5 (related to
Fig. 8) shows NMIIA staining in Myh9 cKO and control litter-
mates, full images of the close-ups from Fig. 8 of planar and
sagittal views from Myh9 cKO and control littermates. Addi-
tionally, close-ups of mammary buds from phalloidin and pMLC
staining are shown. Video 1 shows live imaging of the mammary
placode at E11.25. Video 2 shows ring cell and neck cell surface
rendering compared with epidermal cells at a corresponding
developmental stage. Video 3 shows live imaging of ring cells at
the E12.5 stage. Video 4 shows mammary gland surface ren-
dering for Myh9 cKO and control littermates at placode (E11.5),
hillock (E12.5), bud (E13.0), and bulb (E13.5) stages. Lastly, the
remaining protrusion of mammary rudiment in Myh9 cKO at
E13.5 compared with control littermate at the corresponding
developmental stage is shown.
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Figure S1. Expression ofmammary fatemarkers at placode stage. (A) Planar and sagittal views of confocal whole-mount images of samples from TOP-gal,
NF-κB-gal, FGF20β-gal/wt, and TCF/Lef1:H2B-GFP reporter mouse models or wild-type mouse at E11.5 (arrowhead indicates section plane). Expression of
β-galactosidase or Lef1 was detected by the immunofluorescent staining (green) in the β-gal reporter or wild-type samples, respectively. All samples were
stained with epithelial marker EpCAM (white) and nuclear marker Hoechst (cyan). Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border. Scale bar, 50 µm.
(B) Planar view showing maximum intensity projections of epithelial tissue (K14-Cre; mTmG) at E11.5. Surface rendering (white) of mammary placode 3 in
respect to body axes. Scale bar, 20 µm.
Trela et al. Journal of Cell Biology S2
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Figure S2. Analysis of cell size and proliferation in early mammary morphogenesis. (A) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views) of confocal mi-
croscopy images from sparsely labeled R26-CreERT/tdTomato reporter embryos at placode (E11.5), hillock (E12.5), and bulb (E13.5) stages showing cytoplasmic
expression of the reporter (tdTomato, red). Samples were stained with epithelial marker EpCAM (white) and nuclear marker Hoechst (cyan). (B) Optical
sections (planar and sagittal views) of confocal images from transgenic Fucci cell cycle mouse model at placode (E11.5), hillock (E12.5), and bulb (E13.5) stages.
Epithelial cells and nuclei have been stained with EpCAM (white) and Hoechst (cyan), respectively. The majority of the MECs are nonproliferative (G1/G0 phase,
red), and only rare proliferative cells (S/G2/M phases, green) could be observed in the mammary bud. (C) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views) of
confocal images of the mammary gland area from wild-type embryos at mammary gland placode (E11.5), hillock (E12.5), and bulb (E13.5) stages. Embryos were
collected 2 h after EdU injection followed by whole-mount staining of EdU (S phase, green), epithelial marker EpCAM (white), and nuclear marker Hoechst
(cyan). (A–C) Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border, and arrowheads indicate the plane of the optical section. Scale bar, 50 µm.
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Figure S3. Analysis of nuclear shape and cell polarity in forming mammary placodes. (A) Representative images showing surface rendering of randomly
selected nuclei based on the expression of nuclear mKO2 (G1/G0 marker of the Fucci cell cycle reporter, red) and nuclear GFP (TCF/Lef:H2B-GFPWnt reporter,
green) in a mammary placode (left) and epidermis (right) at E11.5; double positive mKO2 and GFP nuclei in yellow. Epithelial cells were stained with EpCAM
(white). Gray area in the upper picture delineates the placode. Insets are close-ups of the indicated areas. Scale bar, 20 µm. (B) Optical sections (planar and
sagittal views; arrowheads indicate the section plane) of confocal microscopy images from E11.5 R26-CreERT/tdTomato mouse embryos. Cells were sparsely
labeled with low dosage of tamoxifen 24 h before to induce the expression of cytoplasmic tdTomato (red). The cells were stained with EpCAM (white), GM130
(green), and Hoechst (cyan) to mark epithelial cells, Golgi, and nuclei, respectively. Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border. Scale bar, 50 µm.
(C) Planar views of representative images showing the process of creating reference points using nuclear marker (Hoechst, cyan) and Golgi marker (GM130,
green) of mammary placode (upper panel) and epidermis (lower panel) at mammary placode stage (E11.5) that are required for cell angle analysis shown in
Fig. 3, C–F. Epithelial cells are further stained with EpCAM (white). First column shows overlay of maximum intensity projection of confocal image and surface
rendering of randomly selected cells expressing tdTomato (from R26-CreERT/tdTomato, red). Second column shows surface rendering (white) of mammary
placode or epidermis together with surface rendering of randomly selected tdTomato+ epithelial cells (red). Third column shows the nucleus (cyan) and GM130
(Golgi marker, magenta) staining in masked tdTomato+ epithelial cells from the mammary placode and epidermis. Fourth column shows surface rendering of
the mammary placode and epidermis with reference points for nuclei (Hoechst, cyan; reference point, cyan) and Golgi marker (GM130, magenta; reference
point, magenta) in masked tdTomato+ epithelial cells from the mammary placode and epidermis. Scale bar, 20 µm. (D) Summary of all the relative cell
orientations in 2D of MECs (left, n = 172 from six biological replicates) and epidermal cells (right, n = 170 from six biological replicates) at E11.5. Each arrow
represents one cell. Red star marks the mammary placode center (left) or image center of the epidermis (right).
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Figure S4. A rim of thin keratinocytes forms around the invaginating mammary rudiment. (A) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views; arrowheads
indicate the section plane) of a confocal image from K14-Cre/mTmG mouse embryos at hillock (E12.5), bud (E13.0), and bulb (E13.5) stages. Epithelial tissue
labeled with membrane-bound GFP and epithelial marker EpCAM (green). Mesenchymal tissue labeled with membrane-bound tdTomato (red). Yellow area in
the planar and yellow line in the sagittal views show how epidermal contact area was defined. Dashed line marks epithelial-mesenchymal border. Scale bar,
50 µm. (B) Representative images showing the procedure determining the relative orientation of ring cells at the mammary hillock (E12.5) stage from R26-CreERT/
tdTomato embryos. Upper left: Optical section (planar and sagittal views; arrowheads indicate the section plane) of the confocal image of the sparsely labeled
tdTomato+ (red) cells with epithelial marker EpCAM (green), Golgi marker GM130 (white), and Hoechst (cyan). Dashed line marks epithelial-mesenchymal border.
Scale bar, 50 µm. Upper middle: Planar view of themaximum intensity projection showing epithelial cells (EpCAM, green) and surface rendering of randomly selected
tdTomato+ ring cells (red). Scale bar, 20 mm. Upper right: Planar view of surface rendering of the mammary primordium (green) and the staining for nuclei (Hoechst,
cyan) and Golgi (GM130, magenta) in masked ring cells. Scale bar, 20 mm. Lower left: Planar view of the surface rendering of the mammary primordium (green) with
reference points for nuclei (Hoechst, cyan) and Golgi marker (GM130, magenta) in masked tdTomato+ ring cells. Scale bar, 20 µm. Lower right: An example of the
relative angles between cell vector (black arrow) and center of the bud’s top domain (red line toward orange dot).
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Figure S5. Expression of NMIIA, F-actin, and pMLC in control and Myh9 deficient embryos. (A) Optical sections (planar and sagittal views) of confocal
images fromMyh9 cKO embryos and their control littermates stained with NMIIA (green) at hillock (E12.5) and bulb (E13.5) stages. Epithelium was stained with
EpCAM (white) and nuclei with Hoechst (cyan). Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border, and arrowheads mark the plane of optical section. Scale
bar, 50 µm. (B–D)Optical sections (planar and sagittal views) of confocal images fromMyh9 cKO and control littermate embryos stained with epithelial marker
(EpCAM, white in the upper panel), F-actin (phalloidin, represented in LUT depicted in the middle panel), pMLC (represented in LUT depicted in the lower panel)
at hillock (E12.5; B), bud (E13.0; C), and bulb (E13.5; D) stages. Scale bar, 50 µm. Dashed line marks the epithelial-mesenchymal border, and arrowheads mark
the plane of the optical section. i and ii are close-ups of the regions indicated by orange boxes.
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Video 1. Live imaging of the mammary placode at E11.25. 3D reconstructed images of optical section stacks acquired with a laser scanning confocal
microscope showing epithelial cells including mammary placode–expressing K17-GFP (green) and nuclei in G1/G0 (Fucci mKO2model, red) at E11.25. Cells were
tracked (white spheres) for 6 h. Image stack was taken at 15-min intervals, and the playback speed is 5 frames/s. Scale bar, 50 µm. The video is related to Fig. 3.
Video 2. Unlike habitual keratinocytes, keratinocytes encircling the mammary rudiment are thin and elongated before invagination (E12.5) but not
any more after invagination (E13.5). 3D reconstructed images of optical section stacks acquired with a laser scanning confocal microscope showing epi-
thelium (EpCAM, green) and surface rendering of MECs, ring/neck cells, and epidermal cells at hillock (E12.5) and bulb (E13.5) stages. Scale bar, 40 µm. The
video is related to Fig. 4. Frame rate is 30 frames/s.
Video 3. Live imaging of ring cells at E12.5. 3D reconstructed images of optical section stacks acquired with a spinning disk confocal microscope showing
mammary rudiment (epithelial membrane-bound GFP, green) at E12.5. Both ring and epidermal cells (white spheres) were tracked for 5 h 30 min. MIP,
maximum intensity projection. Image stack was taken at 15-min intervals, and the playback speed is 5 frames/s. Scale bar, 30 µm. The video is related to Fig. 5.
Video 4. 3D rendering of control and Myh9 cKO mammary rudiments from the placode (E11.5) to the bulb (E13.5) stage. 3D reconstructed images of
optical section stacks acquired with a laser scanning confocal microscope showing epithelium (EpCAM, green) and surface rendering of mammary gland (cyan)
from Myh9 cKO and control littermates at placode (E11.5), hillock (E12.5), bud (E13.0), and bulb (E13.5) stages. Surface rendering of mammary primordium
(cyan) and epidermis (green) showing remaining protrusion of the rudiment in Myh9 cKO compared with control littermates at E13.5. Scale bar, 40 µm. The
video is related to Fig. 9. Frame rate is 30 frames/s.
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